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Hello members and friends of RMSS! 

How are you?  How has isolation been treating you?  

Ready to tackle life in our “new normal”? 

As we have now spent two months at home, we have been asked to adapt to many things - 

and for the most part, we have been surprised by how hard, easy, confusing, simple, and  

emotional this time has been.  With Premier Horgan’s announcement of starting to relax 

some of our isolation, we will again have our patience tested in how incrementally we  

enlarge our personal “bubbles” to allow our immune systems the ability to safely adapt.  This 

will look different for each one of us, and each community business and organization.   

For RMSS, see page 2 for Don Mitchell’s update.  As we all know, until a vaccine is in place, 

physical distancing is here to stay - which definitely impedes many of our favourite activities.   

Rest assured, we too are here to stay.  And we are here for you. 

By the way, June 1-6 is Seniors Week - our best wishes to you! 

For submissions email: 
carmen@rmssseniors.org 

Tax help is still available.  These masked helpers:  Liz, Lyn, Joys.  

CONNECTIONS: GrapeVine 2.0 

 

Ridge Meadows Seniors Society:  Serving Maple Ridge & Pitt Meadows 

May 2020:  Issue 4                   

 

Drive-in, drop-off! 

NO appointment necessary 

Tue & Thu at MR  1:00-2:00pm 

Wed at PM  11:30am-12:30pm 

Call 604-467-4993 for more info 

Some restrictions apply 
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Hello all.   

Just a note this time to bring you up to date on what is happening with 

our two activity centres.  As we move into Phase Two of our COVID-19 

crisis, there is no indication from the provincial health officer as to 

when indoor recreational facilities will be allowed to open nor under 

what conditions.  We do not anticipate being able to open our facilities 

until at least mid-August. 

As we know today, restaurants are limited to 50% of their capacity and must maintain  

physical distancing.  This will make centre dining very difficult and may have to remain as 

take-away, even if we are able to open.  Physical distancing will mean that some activities 

will not be available when we reopen, and others will have to be relocated and quite  

possibly at a different time and day than where you were in the past. 

We are currently working on installing screens at the reception desks, kitchens and where 

ever required.  We are working on new cleaning protocols, opening and closing hours,  

operating policies, and staff are working on what programs and where we will be able to 

accommodate.  As we are the highly vulnerable demographic we will be proceeding with 

the utmost of care and caution to keep everybody safe. 

In the meantime, we will be continuing with take-away meals at the front door of both 

centres. Our phone checks and phone in lines will continue. Driving, shopping, prescription 

services will continue.  Additional activities and ideas for entertainment will continue with 

the CONNECTIONS: GrapeVine 2.0, and for Seniors Week, check out pages 8 & 9 of this  

newsletter, and the Maple Ridge-Pitt Meadows Newspaper (May 28 edition) for their  

posted events. 

Stay safe.  We will get out of this eventually. 

 

 

Don Mitchell       Ridge Meadows Seniors Society, President of the Board 

Thank you to my neighbours (one of 

which is an RMSS member) for their 

random act of kindness - this sign 

was cleaned and repainted after  

having been rather weathered and 

bleached over many years.   

What an improvement!   - Carmen 
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 On May 12 the Federal Government announced an additional one time, tax free payment 

of $300 to seniors receiving the Old Age Supplement to help offset costs during COVID-19.  

Additionally, for those who qualify for the Guaranteed Income Supplement, another $200 

will be paid.  ($500 total for those who qualify.)  Neither of these needs to be applied for.  

If you currently receive OAP and/or GIS, these will be automatically paid. 

 Want to stay (or start to become) civically minded?  Our cities’ councils are hosting their 

meetings online in live stream.  To participate, including asking questions, go to: 

City of PM:   www.pittmeadows.ca/councilmeetings 

 City of MR:  www.mapleridge.ca/640/Council-Meetings 

  

 Water restrictions have begun (May 1-Oct 15) 

 Even numbered home address:  Wed/Sat 4-9am 

 Odd numbered home address:  Thu/Sun 4-9am 

 Transit layoffs and service cuts rescinded! Front door boarding and fare resumption Jun 1 

 

 

 Reminder:  free parking at hospitals for the time being  

 Wanting to know what a grocery, hardware store, pharmacy line-up  might be?  Although 

waits have significantly improved, a Maple Ridge resident has partnered to develop a 

website to estimate wait times.  www.howbsy.com (like “how busy”)  The website’s  

updates are user dependent.   

Another website for monitoring wait times is: www.covid19-waiting-time.thejoin.tech 

 On behalf of the province, Dr. Henry and MLA Dix are asking everyone to participate in a 

10-15 minute survey to share your story of how COVID-19 has affected you.  We have until 

May 31 to either complete it online at:  www.covid-19.bccdc.ca, or to  

phone 1-833-707-1900, seven days a week between 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 

(up to 150 language options available) 

 The doctor is in!  If you need medical help, contact your doctor or local 
clinic.  Many offer virtual visits via phone or internet. 

 THE GOING’S ON: 
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 Remember to support your local businesses!   
 

 

Know someone who needs gluten free products?  Consider Zena’s for various GF, Dairy-

Free, Corn-Free offerings of breads, sweets, pizza crusts and more; the Europe Bakery and 

Deli for their GF breads and frozen pizza dough; Hansel & Gretel also has some GF goodies.  

Some stores offer contactless shopping.   
 

Support  local PM business www.pittmeadows.ca/ertf .  Once on  

the site, scroll down and click to view business and services listings.    

 RESOURCES & TIPS: 

We missed out on promoting Emergency Preparedness 

Week, the first full week in May.  Living the past months 

with COVID-19 has helped prepared us for other  

emergencies in learning how to live independently, be 

stocked on supplies, etc.  What a perfect opportunity to 

continue this learning curve.   

Check out:  www.getprepared.gc.ca 

Or go to:  www.cityofpittmeadows.ca  and search “emergency preparedness” 

Also:  www.mapleridge.ca/459/Emergency-Preparedness 

Economic News: The COVID-19 recession is unique in that it wasn't 

caused by any under-lying economic ills like irresponsible lending  

practices or a crashing housing market.  Instead, the economy has been 

halted for the greater good. Always remember that this a self-induced 

recession.  Demand should snap back, when it's over.  Previous recessions have been  

followed by periods of huge economic growth and rebound.  If comparisons can be 

trusted, our upcoming recession should be uncomfortable but not unbearable.  

- submitted by Rebecca Awram, Mortgage Advisor 

                              rebeccaawram@gmail.com 
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Hi everyone: 

I miss you all! 

I miss moving with you, laughing with you, singing with you and seeing you! 

Eight weeks ago seems like forever and I hope everyone is well. I know I have used every coping skill and 

strategy possible to try and stay positive and keep looking forward. Because we will get through this and be 

back together again. Can’t wait. 

In the mean time to keep fit, walking is the best! We have had such nice weather that it’s been pleasant to 

get outside and walk, and as long as you dress for it, walking in the spring rain can be very refreshing and 

uplifting. I encourage everyone who is already walking regularly to keep going and those who haven’t  

gotten into the routine to begin even if for 15 minutes! 

Lower body strength training:      

Walking will do a lot of that for us but you all know that SQUATS are the most functional, practical and 

effective lower body exercise we can do. Fit in a dozen squats several times a day to keep quads, hamstrings 

strong.  

       Calf raises: simply lift heels up and roll onto balls of your feet. Again several times a day. 

       Balance: Stand on one leg while watching TV, doing dishes; whatever works for you. Remember to 

       balance the balance equally on both sides. Leg in front, to the side and behind also. 

Upper body strength training: 

Four exercises at least 3 times a week. If you don’t have free weights, cans of soup will do. 

12 repetitions and 3 sets (rest in between) 

Overhead press: works top of shoulders 

Frontal raise: works front of shoulders      

Lateral raise: works side of shoulders 

Bent over (forward flexed) low rows: works back of shoulders 

You can always add in bicep curls, tricep presses, pec deck (chest) any time. 

Stretch: 
Remember to stretch major muscles after working them.  This too, can be simple and should always feel 
good.  Hold each stretch minimum 15 seconds. 

       Lower body stretches for the front and back of thighs, inner and outer thighs and calf muscles. 

       Upper body stretches for the front and back of shoulders, back muscles and most importantly chest and  

       across the front of the body.  

Most importantly, KEEP IT SIMPLE.  This is a time for us to maintain our fitness for our physical health but 

not to stress about it or over it.  

Love to all and looking forward to having SO MUCH FUN when we return to class. 

Take care and bye for now.           - submitted by Tammy Pocock, RMSS fitness instructor    

SELF-CARE MOMENT:   

Disclaimer:  consult your doctor; warm up the muscles 
and joints 5-10 minutes prior to any exercises  
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Journaling can be a great way to process our emotions.  Just bringing 

pen to paper and allowing your “inside voice” a safe place to be  

expressed is a wonderful way to free pent up frustration and angst, gain 

perspective, and even prevent unnecessary outbursts.  One can end 

up sensing relief while choosing to focus on the good in a situation. 

If you need some writing suggestions, consider the following:  

 List 10 things you are grateful for, and why. 

 Name one thing you would like to accomplish or learn this summer 

and plan how you will go about it. 

 If today was a difficult day, what can you put in place to prevent a repeat? 

 Do you allow yourself time to relax and breathe? What can you do to implement this?  

 CAREGIVER SUPPORT 

If you know some-

one who struggles 

with mental health, 

reach out to them 

with a call or email. 

Need some ideas on how to encourage your loved one to stay healthy?  Check out: 

www.britishgymnasticsfoundation.org/lovetomove  for some dementia-friendly chair  

exercise videos, and www.dailycaring.com/9-activities-for-low-vision-seniors-with-alzheimers-

or-dementia has suggestions of how to engage low –vision seniors with music and dance. 

Some hands-on dementia friendly activities:   

 Use sections of threaded PVC pipe with ring fasteners to create different connections 

 Place colourful magnetic letters on a cookie sheet to be organized in some fashion 

 Thread dry pasta noodles 

 Textile box: different shapes, patterns, textures  

 Gardening 

For more help:  https://www.familycaregiversbc.ca   

Caregiving can be very demanding - bringing a lot of hard to manage, mixed emotions.  

Finding healthy ways to cope are vital.   

Finding a support group - and maintaining your sense of humour are two great helps.  

(And sharing that sense of humour with like-minded caregivers...a  necessary relief!) 

Remember you can call Bev Schmahmann, Outreach Coordinator, for support ideas: 

604-380-0516 or email info@rmssseniors.org 
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So...what have you been doing?  How have you been occupying yourself?   

PLEASE SHARE with us...it would be wonderful to know what you have been up to! 

 Needing to upgrade your English language skills?  www.issbc.org/about-us virtual English 

language skills support group for 50+ (Thursdays 10-11am – pre-register to get secured 

online link); career paths for skilled immigrants; virtual peer support groups in various 

languages; find work; explore entrepreneurship 

 Looking for employment training help?  Go to: www.workbccentre-mapleridge.ca  for 

phone or virtual assistance, workshops on job search strategies (including upgrading 

your resume), and more.  

 Wish you could take a road trip to the Okanagan?  Well, here are some videos to enjoy 

with what’s ongoing in their regional parks.  Regional District of Okanagan video series 

include: Kokanee fry release, wildflowers, story time with frogs, etc.  Go to: 

www.youtube.com/channel/UCAULhriQQ8joJ8eLmL94LCA   

 Trivia Nights:  www.mrcf.ca/trivia  put on by the Maple Ridge Community Foundation 

each Friday at 7:30pm.  Pre-register by purchasing your $10 ticket; proceeds go to to-

wards local non-profits.  Since 2000, over $800,000 has been granted to local charities 

(including RMSS). May 15 had a theme of music from the 80’s, 90’s, and 2000’s.  May 22 

will focus on all things Disney. 

 See pages 5, 11 & 12 for some journaling and writing tips  

 www.cbc.ca/books  offers countless opportunities to learn about Canadian writers;  
enter a poetry writing contest ($25 entry fee; prize worth $6,000); get writing tips; read 
what others have penned regarding their COVID-19 experiences  

 Want to have a story read to you?  Listen to Michelle Obama read children’s stories each 
Monday at 12:00pm EST on:  www.youtube.com/pbskids 

 Needing some music videos? The West Coast Youth Music Society performed for RMSS 
in 2017.  They have sent us links of home recordings during COVID-19. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4nWM0xLwII  and www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDpg_oQ4G6c 

 Remember our  “Around the World in 80 Minutes” entertainer?  Go to 
www.youtube.com  and search “Peter Paulus”. Click on Peter’s image to watch his videos. 

  ACTIVITY IDEAS: 

http://www.issbc.org/about-us
https://workbccentre-mapleridge.ca/
https://workbccentre-mapleridge.ca/
https://workbccentre-mapleridge.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAULhriQQ8joJ8eLmL94LCA
http://mrcf.ca/trivia/
https://www.cbc.ca/books
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Missing your usual activities?  This section will feature some of the classes RMSS offers.  

If you would like to promote your activity, or give us a taste of what a class is like, what 

one might learn (i.e. using photos, diagrams, brief explanations), please send info to: 

carmen@rmssseniors.org.   
 

Variety Plus, a group of volunteer 55+ RMSS members, has been performing shows for 

18 years producing 31 shows to mostly sold out audiences.  The combined talents and  

energies of the players, mixed with a clear love of entertaining, bring people back show 

after show.  In order to satisfy our audience’s need for a Spring Show, Variety Plus have 

given us access to a video link to their 2016 production of  “Mom’s the Word”.   

So, come Seniors Week, check the RMSS Facebook page for the link or as of Mon, Jun 1 

you can watch from the RMSS website by clicking on Activities, Arts, Variety Plus.   

It should be noted, since this 2016 show, three of our Variety Plus players have passed on.  

We would like to acknowledge the contributions and memories of:   

Jim Lohnes, Mel Stewart, and most recently Jim Britt 

A big thank you to all the Variety Plus members who consistently produce great shows 

and volunteer so very much of their time! 

For individual VP selections, go to www.youtube.com  and search “Variety Plus Maple 

Ridge”.  Click on the Variety Plus logo. 
 

If you feel you would like to participate in a future Variety Plus show, whether as a  

performer, in audio or other tech area, with props, promotion, performance dates, email: 

     carmen@rmssseniors.org or call 604-477-0425. 

ACTIVITY FEATURE:   

Enjoy the show!   
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May 23 was to be the combined RMSS Garage/Craft sale along with the 

RMRS’ Repair Café.  Leanne Koehn of the 

Ridge Meadows Recycling Society has 

shared some helpful links to “do it yourself” 

type repairs while we are sheltering in place. 

Want to make your own upcycled mask (no sew and sewing styles): 

www.greenpeace.org/canada/en/story/30458/how-to-make-an-upcycled-fabric-face-mask  

For some basic repair ideas such as mending clothes tutorials, or easy fix-it projects: 

www.sharereuserepair.org/repair-at-home-resources.html   

And if you want to see the results of the Earth Day poetry and photo online contest which 

was promoted in CONNECTIONS: GrapeVine 2.0 Issue 2, check out: 

www.rmrecycling.org/earth-day-poetry-photo-contests  

Remember to check the www.rmrecycling.org for their current hours 

of operation.  All necessary safety precautions are in place so you can 

keep on organizing and decluttering your home.  Did you know you can also drop off clothes? 

  AROUND TOWN: 

We want to SEE you!  So, we will be hosting two outdoor events, one at either centre.  

Due to the 50 person limit, RSVP by Jun 1 at the event centre of choice. 

Wed, Jun 3 from 2:00-3:30pm at MR centre  604-467-4993 

park along the north side; we’ll 2m distance on the west side 

Thu, Jun 4 from 2:00-3:30pm at PM centre  604-457-4771 

park in the gravel lot; we’ll 2m distance on the paved lot 

In order to safely meet within the province’s guidelines,  

please wear a mask, and bring your own chair, if you need 

one.  Otherwise get ready to visit, dance, and wear your best  

physically distanced costume.  Let’s have fun with this! 
     

Note: both buildings, including washrooms, will be closed. 
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Interested in taking in some virtual art classes?  EXCITING NEWS!  Michelle, one of our 

RMSS art instructors and PM Facility Attendant, has taken her class online!  

What you need:  a computer with Zoom capability; 8x10 canvas; 

paint colours: pink, blue,  yellow, red and black; brushes (anything 

will do) 

When:  Friday, May 29  6:30pm - class will be 2 hours. 

Who:  RMSS members; class is full with 10 participants (half of those 

spots will be filled with regularly participating members) 

How:  pre-register with carmen@rmssseniors.org by May 28, or until class is full.  

( A password protected Zoom link will then be sent out to you.) 

Cost: none, 

other than 

your supplies 

as listed above 

ACTIVITY PAGE:  

Although we don’t typically acknowledge memorial  

notices, we would be remiss not to honour Joyce 

Walker who faithfully dressed up as Mrs. Clause as 

part of the Seniors Helping Santa fundraising outreach 

program.  Joyce was always willing to serve and help 

and volunteered for many, many years particularly in 

support of RMSS.  In this photo, Joyce was wearing 

fun glasses in support of the latest royal 

wedding, giving us a royal wave.  

Thank you,  Mrs. Clause!  We will miss you. 

May 29 subject 

Photos of the art produced in the inaugural “test” class  
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 CONNECTIONS:  STAYING IN TOUCH 

To submit a message or 
photo, email: 
carmen@rmssseniors.org 

Hi Friends 
 
I hope this finds you all healthy and happy. 
 
I’m home supervising my two boys’ online distance 
learning which is going pretty smoothly now that 
we’ve got it all set up. 
 
I’m also using this time for a project I’ve been  
wanting to do but hadn’t set aside the time for:  
Putting together photo books. 
 
I’m in the process of going through all our photos 
and selecting the few that will make it into the 
book.  It is such a heartwarming experience re-living 
all the good times (Perfect activity for this rainy 
patch we’re going through), and it reminds me of 
how much I have to be grateful for. 
 
I too am in desperate need of a hair cut but am not 
as brave as Carmen to cut it myself so my solution 
for now . 
 
I miss you all and look forward to seeing you again 
and catching up. 
 
Take care.  Marcia 

to:  You!  

from:  Marcia - PM Facility Coordinator 
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If you have come to PM centre on a Thursday afternoon, you might have met 

Joe volunteering at reception, or with tech help.  Joe is also a Facility  

Attendant at our MR centre most weekends and Monday evenings.  Joe’s  

secret identity?  He is a novelist!  (and current stay-at-home, home-schooling 

dad - a hero, to be sure!)  For all you wanna-be novelists, we asked Joe to share 

some writing tips.  Read on! 

I used to write little short stories for fun, but the idea of writing a full book seemed like an  

insurmountable feat I would never dare to challenge. But one day, I ended up with a short story I 

liked enough to write two sequels and a prequel for. The sum of them formed the blocks to my 

first novel. As much as I still like that book, through my own fiddling, and talking with other  

writers, I've come up with a bit of a system to make it easier. 

I was taught about outlines in school, but it always seemed like such a tedious waste of time.  It 

can feel like that when your assignment is half a page, but if your goal is a hundred or more pages, 

it gets a lot more useful. There's writers who are 'plotters' who plan everything in detail before 

they get into 'actual' writing, and there's 'pantsers', who fly by the seat of their pants. 

That describes my first book, but now I'm somewhere in-between a plotter and pantser. 

Once I have my basic idea, I separate it into single line plot points - just to keep me on track. I'll use 

a cliché for an example: 

 Dragon steals princess from castle 

 King puts out a notice for a hero 

 Bob sees the notice, and talks to king, gets directions 

 Bob goes to fight dragon, wins, yay. 

Each one of those lines could be described for pages and pages, possibly a meaty chapter. 

Line one might turn into describing the town, the castle, the princess going about her daily  

routine, an omen as the skies turn dark, and a screech is heard. You can go onto as much detail as 

you feel like, and stretch thigs out. Of course, there's a risk of dragging things out too long, so 

making sure what you're describing remains interesting enough to support the length can be a 

tricky balance. This is an instance where brutally honest feedback comes in handy. 

The most important thing to remember is that your outline is not a prison. Maybe you get a new 

idea as you're writing chapter 2, and decide Bob loses to the dragon, and ends up having to go 

questing for some magic weapon, or the directions were useless, or the king was “in on it”,  

getting the princess kidnapped for insurance money. Maybe it wasn't a dragon, maybe it was five 

trained apes in a dragon suit. You can easily end up with something that bears only the slightest 

resemblance to the original outline. 

                                           - Read more from Joe on the next page 
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-continued from previous page 

Once you've come to an ending, read it. Over 

and over. Being able to see your own flaws is 

a trained skill. When you already know what 

something is SUPPOSED to say, you subcon-

sciously 'auto-correct' typos, plot holes, and 

awkward parts that aren't explained well. 

Self-editing can only go so far. When I think I 

have a book perfected, that's when I hand it 

to people I know who will be BRUTAL in  

finding errors, and honest, not sparing my 

feelings. Nothing is ever complete - I've had 

pro editors take a swing, and typos still get 

out. They say the best way to find an error is 

to publish, but it's up to the author and/or 

publisher to weed out as many as possible. 

Even 'the big guys' have this issue. There 

comes a point when you have to say 'good 

enough'. 

But once it IS good enough? Then publishing 

is the next step. It can be as humble as  

having a single copy made for yourself, as  

ambitious as getting an agent and chasing 

the big traditional publishers, and anywhere 

in between. But that's a whole other topic… 

 

Ready to give your 

own writing a try?  

Let us know!  We’d 

love to hear from you. 

Thanks, Joe! It was 

great hearing from 

you.  

RMSS Seniors Helping Seniors 
Driving Service 

 

To qualify, be an RMSS member ($25 annual 

fee; free to those 90+).  Call at least one 

day ahead to book.  Min. $8 reimbursement 

for round trip; higher amounts may apply 

due to time and distance.   

For more info call: 

604-467-4993 
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A PROJECT FOR YOU!  

While we stay in … 

Family historians always have more things to do than we have time for. Staying in 

now offers us opportunities to focus on helping our families learn more of their own 

stories. Some of us are digging out albums, some are drawing family trees, others are 

writing out memories. 

If you are looking for ideas to get you started, and have access to the Internet, check out the  

Maple Ridge Family History Group Newsletter: http://mapleridgemuseum.org/about-us/family-

history/ 

Join us virtually. We are part of the Maple Ridge Historical Society and we are holding our regular 

monthly meetings via Zoom. If you are interested in joining email mrfamilyhistory@gmail.com. 

Our newsletters are online for you to check out for ideas. Our April 2020 special issue is filled with 

“Ideas to Keep Busy”.  

Build a timeline. If you are interested in some pencil on paper action, start a timeline of your own 

life. List the events you remember from your past, and note whether you know of a photograph of 

document that might substantiate your memory. My own timeline includes my baby book, report 

cards, invitations and photos of fishing trips, school plays, graduation, my son’s childhood, work 

mates, and houses I have lived in.  I like to use a chart to organize and control my information. 

You can develop timelines for yourself, your parents, events, or a location. They help you see your 

family history in new ways, and can serve as a springboard for conversations with siblings and 

younger family members who may remember things differently.  

For the month of May, ancestry.ca has offered library cardholders access to Ancestry  

Library Edition.  (Remember, you can apply for an e-card online.)  Once on the FVRL website, 

www.fvrl.bc.ca/index.php from the menu bar select digital content, databases, then ancestry 

library edition.)  To whet your appetite on family history, Brenda Smith has written some  

articles we will feature over the next issues to encourage and inspire your journey. 
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VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION! 

We want to recognize some of RMSS’ 

amazing volunteers.   

Please send your acknowledgments to:  

kara@rmssseniors.org 
 

I want to nominate...  

Malcolm C.  for the  

hard work and many 

hours he puts in for 

each (Variety Plus) 

show. We do two a year. 

- Betty F. 

STAFF DIRECTORY: 
 
 

Executive Director, Maria Perretta 
  604-477-9985; maria@rmssseniors.org 

Administrative Coordinator, Nancy Markham 
  604-467-4593; nancy@rmssseniors.org 

Activity Coordinator, Carmen Tischer 
  604-477-0425; carmen@rmssseniors.org 

Outreach Coordinator, Bev Schmahmann 
  604-380-0516; info@rmssseniors.org 

Volunteer Coordinator, Kara Matthew 
  604-380-0517; kara@rmssseniors.org 

A take-away lunch is available at BOTH 
MR & PM centres Mon-Fri  11:30am-12:30pm 

Phone ahead for menu. Cash only. 

 

INCREASE to RMSS - LUNCH PRICES 

(Effective May 19, 2020) 

 

MAIN MEAL    $ 6.00 

SALAD    $ 4.25 

SANDWICH    $ 3.25 

SOUP     $ 2.75 

DESSERT    $  1.25 


